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models to make other eyes by. The enamel eye, after being 
expojjed to the actiou. of, the atmosphere .for some months, 
lOBes alike its color'aDd its luster,lWd becomes opaqu&look· 
ing; a thick, dingy' coating of II!iolidi6ed humQrs sprea<J#! over 
its polished surface, alld it has'a glassy look, like the eye of 
a dead person. "Touch them, you will do no harm," says 
the oculist to mitors, just as though it was a collection of 
coinM or minerals they were inspecting. 
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ENAMELING WOOD WORK. 
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\Ve have very cOll�iderable doubts as to whether polished 
paint may be considered in good taste when used for the in· 
teriors of drllwing rooms, or, in fact, of any room. Ther� is 
a want of repose, and a garishness about trloss colors, which 
are ticarcely cOlfipatible with that quietness and repose so 
neces�ary to the perfect satisfaction of the educated eye. 
Polished glass is bp.autiful, and never out of place; the same 
may be said of marblf', of gems, and of all steel work or in· 
struments. 'With all these, poli8h is the one thing needful 
to develope their beauty and iinish, and, in fact, is II> nec.essity 
of the material. This is so self.evident that we never for a 
moment doubt its propriety or imagine it would be better 
otherwise. Fitness, bellouty, and utility are a consequence of 
j.he polish in all these cases, and therefor proper and right 
from every point of view; but the same reasoning will not 
apply to polished paint, that is to say. plain tints of colors. 
Of course, imitations of woods and marbles may be polished 
with propriety and without ofiense to good ta.ste, simply be· 
cau�e we expect to see them so, and they would not be fin· 
ished if left unvarnbhed and unpolished. But it is other· 
wise with plain colors, which, when glossy, have too much 
the look of the japanner's shop or the tea tray business. 
These remarks apply principally to that so.talled enamel 
work which is produced by merely painting the work and 
finishing it with v}rnishJ.when, BI! a matter of course, it 
-r.1ry soon bec.omes discolored; and even when first done it is 
a,mistake in name and execution, and a gross offense against 
good taste .. The best enamel work-of which there is but 
little done in consequence of its great cOllt-is free, in some 
measure, from the objections urged against the common 
work. Its manipulation requires so much patience and care 
that it is a very difficult matter to find men who have the 
qualifications requisite for preparing such fine work, and 

therefore it is very rare to 'see a really good job. In getting 
up enamel work, much care is requisite in the selection and 
'Ilse of the material required. The filling.up color, which 
forms the body of the enamel, is of the greatest importance 
to the ultimate success of the work. Of this material there 
llre several kinds manufactured-black, l)rown, and yellow, 
for coach painters, japanncrs, and others; but for use in inte· 
rior decoration we prefer to use the white lead filling, as we 
,:an, by adding the necessary staining colors (which do not 
�,lfect the properties of the enamel), form a solid body of 
mlor of the same tint, or nearly so, as that with which the 
work is required to be finished, and thus do away with the 
Hbjections which may be urged against the black or dark· 
.:olored filling. For it will be evident to the plainest com· 
l>tehension that if work whick has to be finished white, or 
with very light tints of color, be filled up with dark.colored fill 
ing, that tlle number of coats of paint 'lfhich will be required 
to obscure or kill the dark color will be so many that there 
will be danger of the work becoming rough and uneven in 

l'arts-at all events there can be no question that work 
which is left with a smooth, even surface, produced by rub. 
bing alone, must be much finer in texture than any that can 
possibly be left by the brush. The white lead should be 
ground stiff in turpentine, and about one fourth part of the 
.. rdinary white lead, ground in oil, added to it, in order to 
prevent the en"llll'l cracking, which it htl� a tendency to do, 
• ,'xcept there be <lOJti!' little oil mixed with it. A 8ufficiellt 
'!uarrtity of polishing coplIl or best c .. rriage vII>rlli!!h should 
"OW be added to bind jt !!o that it will rub down eU8ily, which 
1'act cannot be properly IUlcertained except by actual tri .. l, 
inasmuch as the drying properties of varnishes vary, and 
<Jther causes influence the matter. If there be too much var· 
nish in the Btuff the work will be exceedingly difficult to cut 
down. and if too little, it is apt to break up in rubbing, �o 
that it i� alway� the safest plan to try the enamel color be, 
fore commencing anything important. The color, being 
properly mixed, should be laid on the work in the ordinary 
manner, using it mther freely. It may be as well to state 
here that no filling should be put upon new work without 
the same having had two or three coats of ordinary oil paint, 
nor 011 old work without its having one coat. This gives a key 
for the filling to' bind to. Successive coats of 'the filling 
�hould now be laid on the work until there is a sullicient 
thickn!,Rs to cut down to a level surface, filling up the whole 
of the indentations and undulations of the panel. One Ij.ay 
,hould intervene between each coat, in order to allow it to 
hurden in some degree. "'hen a Mufficient number of coats 
15 put OIl �wh!ch !lumber will, of course, depend upon the 
�tate of the work to be 1illed up), it should stand for a fort
night or three weeks. until it is thoroughly hard; it will 
then be ready .for cutting down, which i� to be done with felt, 
ground pumice.stone, and water. The f�lt used �houlU be 
such as the marble ma�on� u�e for polishing marhle, which 
varies in thickne�s from one eighth to half an inch, and 
about three inches square. This should be fastened by the 
aid of patent knotting or other resinous gum, to square 
pieces of wood of the same size, but one inch thick, so as to 
giyl' a good hold for the hand in ul'ling. Theil!' piercs of 
wood, cOYf'red with felt, may be made of any �izc or shape, 
to fit molded surfaces or 'other inequaliticE. The lJUmice. 
�:!��!.!f) t:) c· ..... u�:.;:l t:::!!cult! b� of 'dlfif;r":l!t deg!�:.;::; of H-."le!!.e;3�, 
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and should be clu'efully selected, so as W be sure that it is Dlrmlnlrham Bell-naklng, 
free from 'any foreign substance. It is sold ready ground, In medieval times it was a.ccounted a less difficult matter 
but in situations where it cannot be convelliently got, it may to cast a church bell than to conveyit an;tlong distance from 
be prepared from the lump, by grinding"" crushing with a the foundery to the st6flple; and it was's common practice to 
stone and muller, and then passed through fine sieves or mus· cast these' cumbrous artieles in the immedia.te neighborhood 
lin; by using these of different degrees of texture the of the church or cathedral in which they were intended to 
ground pumice may be produced of different degrees of fine· be hung. So late, indeed, as the year 1762, the great clock 
ness. Except great care be exercised in this matter, it will bell at Canterbury was re.cast in the cathedral yard. The 
be found that particles of grit will be mixed with it, which early bell.found�rs were consequently an itinerant fraternity, 
in using, get Qn to the work, and make deep scratches, thus roving through the length and breadth of the country, but 
causing endless trouble and annoyance, besides' spoiling the seldom failing to pitch their tent in or near some cathedral 
work. The greatest care is also required in keeping the felt town. That they were well skilled in their craft the Sunday 
clean and free from grit. Many workmen are careless in chimes in many an antique temple bear ample witness, and 
this matter, and when working set down the felt on the step. a leading bell.founder of the present day does them the jus. 
ladder or floor, and thus particles of sand or grit get upon tice to remark: "One law of nature, indeed, they were ac
it, and so mischief is done. quainted with, which modern bell·founders in too many cases 

,In cutting down, it is best to' use a piece of soft lurap ignore-that a given weight of bell metal can only sound a 
pumice stone to take oft· the rough parts. The felt and very narrow range of notes with good effect, and that if bells 
ground pumice should now be used with water, the work are cast thinner to produce deeper notes, the quality of tone 
Bhould be wet with a sponge, and the felt soaked in water, must suffer." 
and then into the powdered pumice, and the work rubbed 'J'he commencement of bell founding as a staple of Bir. 
with it, keeping it moderately wet, and rubbing with a circu· mingham industry appears to have dated from the middle of 
lar motion, and not straight up and down and acrOMM, with a the last century. It is at least recorded in the local annals 
light touch, using only just 808 much presjjure all will cauMe the that "a foundery opposite the Swan at Good Knaves' End" 
pumice to bite, which will be very clearly felt while the hand supplied a peal of bells to Harborne and two other neighbor. 
is in motion. Much care and patience is required to do this ing churches, lI,bout the ye .. r 17(}0. "Chimes" were cast at 
properly, for if the pressure be too great it forces the pumice another foundery twenty years later, but from that time down 
into the bClrly of the filling color. alld scratche� it instead of to a very recent period the production of church bells be. 
cutting or grinding it fairly down. No hurry will .. vail in came an obsolete industry in the "hardware village." Within 
doing this work, it must have its time; hurry only defeats the last half dozen years, however, Messrs. Blews and Sons 
the end in view, and often cause� much unnecessary labor. have successfully revived the trltde, and Binningham bells 
A scratch, cu,uied by want of care and too much haste, will promise to l!lecome as famous in the future as they have been 
often throw the work back for days, and involve the cost and in the past-thanks to the liberal and progressive enterprise 
labor of refilling. We find in practice that the purpose is of this well known firm. 
best answered by using the pumice stone, ,the coarser kind Let us now describe the process of casting a peal of bells, 
first, then the medium, and finishing with the finest last. It as recently witnessed at the establishment referred to. The 
will be found advantageous to let a day elapse between the peal comprised six large bells for a church in New South 
rubbing, for when the surface is cut down the filling will in Wales, which were cast in the same pit with three other bells 
all cases be softer underneath, and if it be allowed to stand for Mexico, the weight of the entire casting being about three 
for a day, the newly exposed surface gets harder, and of and a half tuns. Bell metal is compounded of three parts of 
course rubs down better in con�equence. The pumice stone copper to one of tin, this proportion giving the greatest den
should be well washed off the work occasionally, in order sity of metal. Mr. Blews is. however, of opinion that the 
that we may see what progress is being made, and if it reo true chemical combination would be six atoms of copper to 
quire more rubbing or not. If, while in progress, it be found one in tin, or in weight- three and one fourth to one. A less 
not to be sufficiently filled up, it may have one or more coats quantity of metal than is due to the caliber of the bell, 
of filling after it has been roughly cut down, and before though giving the same note, produces a meager, harsh 
much labor has been spent upon it. sound; consequently, the superior dignity of tone in some 

When sufficiently rubbed down with the pumice stone- old bells is ascrJbed to a greater weight of metal being 801· 
that is to say, when it has been cut down to a fine,level, and lowed for the-::'lJIDIIe note than would accord with mpdern 
uniform surface, the work should stand for a day or two to .ideas'ol·eem1omlc production. Four tuns of bell metal is 
harden. It. will now depend entirely upon the work, as to :�hing at a white heat in the furnace when the process 
whether it must be polished upon the filling, or whether of casting commences. At a given signal, an aperture at the 
it will have to be varnished and polished . •  If the fill· end of th'e furnace, which had been stopped with fire clay,is 
ing be of the right color, j\nd has rubbed down of onti opened by a workman armed with a long tamping bar, and 
uniform tint, we prefer it to be finished in this state, because/ the white fluid flows along channels of sand t>o the pit con. 
in the first plaC!'l, it will have a surface and texture which taining the molds. 
cannot be got by any other means. 'Finished in this state There are two ways, Mr. Blew tells us, of making bell 
there is an absence of that glare.polish-if we may use the molds. The core in both cases is made of a brickwork or 
term-which is inseparable from varnish polish. It has all cast-iron cone, covered with molding cbiy, "swept" into the 
the uniformity of surface acd evidence of finish, without shape of the interior of the bell by a wooden "crook" fixed 
that appearance of varnish which is so objectionable, and to a spindle set up in the middle of the core. The advantage 
therefore we prefer it to any varnish polish. After it of an iron core is that it can be lifted into a furnace to dry, 
has stood a day or two, the work, if it be intended to be left inT5tead of being dried by the application of internal heat, 
in the state we have been speaking about, must be polished as is necessary in the case of the brickwork core. 
in.this wise: Take a clean felt and rotten stone, either in oil The old method is to make a clay bell on the core by means 
or water, and with this rub the work as before, until the of another crook, and when this is dry, to make the outside 
polish begins to appear; then take a boss (i. e. a ball of cot· mold on the top of it. This mold has hair and hay bands, or 
ton wool inclosed in fine silk), put the rotten stone upon this (in large castings) bands of iron intersected to make it hold 
and keep rubbing with the circular motion until the polish together, and lift off when dry. The clay bell is then 
is uniform and equal all over. The rottenstone must now knocked to pieces, the mold dropped down again over the 
be carefully cleaned of 1'; if it be in oil, clean off with fine core, and weighted with earth in the pit in which the bell is 
tlour; if in water, with sponge and wash leather and water, ClIst. The metal is then poured in at one hole at the top, an . 
taking care not to scratch. A cle�tn d .. mp chamois or wash other aperture being left for the escape of air. In the newer 
leather will new be required, which must be held in the left process no clay bell is made. The mold is an iron caso lined 
hand, leaving the right perfectly clear. Now use the bl\ll of with clay, and swept out internally to the outside shape of 
the right hand, press gently upon the p .. nel, and draw it for· the bell The "wires," or ornamental rings round the bell, 
wards or towards you. If this be done proptlrly, it will bring are made in both cases by the second· sweep, the letters and 
up a clear polish upon the work. The hand should be kept devices being 8tamped in the soft clay. These iron copes 
slightly damp by drawing it across the leather allJlost every call be bolted down to a plate under the eore, and need not, 
time the hand is drawn forward. If this be done effectually, therefore, be sunk so deep in the ground, if sufficient care be 
II> ru!!tling sound will be produced while the hamd ii, in mo· taken to get an adequate "head" of metal above the bell, 
tion; if this be so, the pOlish will be !!ure to follow. The which is a very essential consideration. The process of cast
polish thus produced on the filling alone will be of the kind ing in the case under review occupied about ten minutes, but 
we have spoken of above, lind will not be at all objectionable a couple of days at the least would be required for cooling. 
to even the most fastidious taste; but if the work has to be The tenor bell of the peal for New South Wales had a hap. 
finished with a brilliant luster and to a high degree of }lolish, pily chosen legend: " We sing the Lord's song in a strange 
it will, after being cut down with the pumice and felt, have land." 
to be coated with two or more coats of the best polishing Church, school, plantation, factory, and ship bells, still 
copal varnish, having a quantity of the best flake white from closely adhere to the medieval type, and they vary in weight 
the tube; this should be mixed with -the varnish in sufficient from fifty.six pounds upward. Other descriptions of bells 
qu�ntity to fonn a creamy mixture, with which the work are made very largely in Birmingham, by a goodly number 
lllllHt be coated.-one, two, or three coats, It!! may be de!!ir�.ble. of bell founders. Hail way and dinner bells, from four to gev, 
'l'hb shoul,l �tand for three or four weeks, until it become� en inches wide at the mouth, with wooden handles attached, 
hard, for the harder it is, the better it will polish. It must musical hand bells for village ringing clubs, cattle, horse 
then be cut down with felt and the finest ground pumice and sheep bells, with the ordinary house bells, are among the 
stone in water, and polished with the rotten stone, II>� bdore principal varietie�, and the number produced is simply pro. 
descriLed. By this means a bright and brilliant polish may digious. 
be obtained, of a very enduring nature. 'J'be �ame proce�s ::lome curiosities in bell>! are reported lly th" llHLnufactur. 
will of course answer for aU varnished imitation� of wood� £>1';1. of which a few may be briefly noticed. 'riny house bell�, 
and marbles, and all work which will admit of the applica. ! in. to 11 in., are largely made for the African market, where 
tion of oil varnishes. they are used for purposes of barter. Sleigh, dray, and 

-.-.-
IN Philad(llphia there is a HIllall blackRwit,h's shop, the bel. 

low� of which is operated by dogs. The bellows is connected 
with D. wooden wheel hox, which is kept. revolving by the mo 
ti�!l of tue dog, �O!l!etb.lcg I1.ftd· tb; L..:!l:.:ler of a treadmilL 
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caparison bells-which are small circular articles, with an 
iron ball cast inside-are extensively produced for Canada 
and the East India market. An order was not long since ex 
ecuted for 10.000 green, bronzed, and lacquered hou�e bell:!, 
which now alor!l th'" fro!1 falacb of a VI est African pri.llC". 
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